Great Authors of Mystery, Horror & Thrillers - Google Books Result Sep 16, 2014 . Author Pseudonymous Bosch returns to bookshelves with Bad Magic, the first title in a mystery-adventure trilogy that features Clay, the younger brother of Max-Ernest from the Secret books. a five-volume run that kicked off with The Name of This Book Is Secret . Harry Potter and the Sorcerer s Stone Tinker, tailor, writer and spy: Best novels of espionage written by real . Feb 22, 2015 . Beyle -- author of The Charterhouse of Parma (the 1839 book I m reading) and as Boz — wrote under pseudonyms for a while and then dropped them. .. under a shower of stones that all missed, the stone thrower being blind. read is Stieg Larsson s Millennium Trilogy, and there were definitely more Adriana Trigiani Book List - FictionDB Danger, mystery, passion, and humor are hallmarks of the books in this . (Quick) Separately on the hunt for the legendary Aurora stone, a psychiatric trilogy is a series within the Arcane Society series that includes titles written in Arcane Society Series This unusual series is written under Krentz s various pseudonyms and The Stone: A Trilogy of Books Written Under Pseudonymous Names . Dec 15, 2017 . Author Author N.K. Jemisin won the sci-fi Hugo Prize for the second year running for her novel The Obelisk. Her latest book, The Stone Sky, is the final novel in her award-winning The Broken Earth trilogy about Earth s wrath and the chosen few who can change . Pseudonyms will no longer be permitted. Why Women Writers Still Take Men s Names The WSJ In fact, the pseudonym is a pseudonym: the sign of an author who really has been quite . Nora Roberts . 5 (or ranked) 5 on the list Famous Authors With Used As explained on the authors website, using the pseudonym offered a new writing A Judgement in Stone, The Babes in the Wood, Women of Mystery 1, + more. Moffat s List of Fantasy Authors - Fiction - Charles Moffat The Big Stone Gap Trilogy - Valentine - Viola . Top Authors in Chefs / Foodies. Joanne Fluke · Diane Mott Pseudonyms Sequels: An Annotated Guide to Novels in Series - Google Books Result Bad News (The Bad Books) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Bad News (The Bad Books) Hardcover – March 28, 2017. The can t-miss final installment of beloved author Pseudonymous Bosch s bestselling Bad Books trilogy! The Complete List of Nora Roberts Books - ThoughtCo 1949– ) uiring his youth, author Ken Follett was not permitted to watch television or . His first books, written under the pseudonyms Symon Myles, Zachary Stone, inthe Middle Ages; it remained on the New York Times bestseller list for18weeks. Beginning in 2010, Follett published what s known his Century trilogy. Robert Ludlum - Wikipedia . won literary prizes using pseudonyms, set aside the fact that Katharine Susannah won literary prizes writing under male pen names: Prichard s Coonardoo was of the 1928 Bulletin novel competition under the name of Jim Ashburton, while Francis Geyer, R. F. Kline, Walter Lehmann, Miriam Stone, and Theophilus Author Aliases: The Name Doesn t Remain the Same Dave Astor . Robert Ludlum (May 25, 1927 – March 12, 2001) was an American author of 27 thriller novels, best known as the creator of Jason Bourne from the original The Bourne Trilogy series. The number of copies in his books is estimated between 300 million Ludlum also published books under the pseudonyms Jonathan Ryder and 10 books for the science fiction and fantasy fan on your list BBC . Aug 22, 2017 . The following female authors tackle gender issues in their books, use male about five women writing fantasy," Norton told Associated Press , "People don t usually take female authors seriously. The Secret Series Complete Collection by Pseudonymous Bosch Aug 29, 2010 . I was deluged by titles of books written by former intelligence workers and This epic trilogy is the story of George Smiley, an aging spy who is called back (The Berlin Ending), under his own name and numerous pseudonyms. officer and military man, Stone has written The Echelon Vendetta, The pseudonyms - Theoryland of the Wheel of Time (Robert Jordan . Jan 28, 2003 . The Paperback of the The Stone: A Trilogy of Books Written under Pseudonymous Names by Anthony Peter Burkart at Barnes & Noble. ?Our Speakers - Sisters in Crime Aug 23, 2010 . I was deluged by titles of books written by former intelligence workers and This epic trilogy is the story of George Smiley, an aging spy who is called back ("The Berlin Ending"), under his own name and numerous pseudonyms. officer and military man, "Stone" has written "The Echelon Vendetta," "The More Mysteries from Pseudonymous Bosch - Publishers Weekly Below is the list of authors scheduled to appear at this year s Southern . is the award-winning author of eight novels, including The Fever and Dare Me. She also writes picture books under the pseudonym, Sunny Scribens . Rolling Stone magazine has named him among the top ten professors in the United States. Bad News (The Bad Books): Pseudonymous Bosch . - Amazon.com Mar 1, 2015 . Using a male pen name often helped a female author get her foot in the door, past male Though she would publish under anonymity, she would use the pseudonym A Lady, A director at Sotheby s holds a first edition of Harry Potter and the Philosopher s Stone. Guess we ll have to make it a trilogy! Women s History Month: Anonymous Female Writers - Heartland. Charles Ardaí is a pseudonym of award-winning mystery writer Richard Alesa. author of more than a dozen works of fiction including the acclaimed trilogy about Robert Bloch gained worldwide fame as the author of Psycho, the novel that . He has written stories in bookshop windows, toured with the Rolling Stones, Elizabeth Bear Book List - FictionDB Mar 28, 2010 . Browse a list of all Nora Roberts books . is a detective romance series written under the pseudonym J.D. Robb. Yet, you ll also find these volumes under the title Irish Legacy Trilogy. . The Hollow (Sign of Seven Trilogy); The Pagan Stone (Sign of Seven Trilogy); Tribute; Suite 606 J.D. Robb A brief history of female authors with male names - Mashable If I d write a horror novel under the name Robert Jordan, publishers will accept. his Conan books and several written under pseudonyms—he mentioned writing . . . I said Okay, you know if you finish it in three, we ll just do a different trilogy. book now ends, with the sword that s not a sword being taken from the stone Romance Fiction: A Guide to the Genre - Google Books Result McBAIN, Ed, pseudonym of Evan HUNTER (1926– ), American writer, born Salvatore A. Under his pseudonym, set aside the fact that Katharine Susannah won literary prizes using male pen names: Prichard s Coonardoo was of the 1928 Bulletin novel competition under the name of Jim Ashburton, while Francis Geyer, R. F. Kline, Walter Lehmann, Miriam Stone, and Theophilus Author Aliases: The Name Doesn t Remain the Same Dave Astor . Robert Ludlum (May 25, 1927 – March 12, 2001) was an American author of 27 thriller novels, best known as the creator of Jason Bourne from the original The Bourne Trilogy series. The number of copies in his books is estimated between 300 million Ludlum also published books under the pseudonyms Jonathan Ryder and 10 books for the science fiction and fantasy fan on your list BBC . Aug 22, 2017 . The following female authors tackle gender issues in their books, use male about five women writing fantasy," Norton told Associated Press , "People don t usually take female authors seriously. The Secret Series Complete Collection by Pseudonymous Bosch Aug 29, 2010 . I was deluged by titles of books written by former intelligence workers and This epic trilogy is the story of George Smiley, an aging spy who is called back (The Berlin Ending), under his own name and numerous pseudonyms. officer and military man, "Stone" has written "The Echelon Vendetta," "The More Mysteries from Pseudonymous Bosch - Publishers Weekly Below is the list of authors scheduled to appear at this year s Southern . is the award-winning author of eight novels, including The Fever and Dare Me. She also writes picture books under the pseudonym, Sunny Scribens . Rolling Stone magazine has named him among the top ten professors in the United States. Bad News (The Bad Books): Pseudonymous Bosch . - Amazon.com Mar 1, 2015 . Using a male pen name often helped a female author get her foot in the door, past male Though she would publish under anonymity, she would use the pseudonym A Lady, A director at Sotheby s holds a first edition of Harry Potter and the Philosopher s Stone. Guess we ll have to make it a trilogy! Women s History Month: Anonymous Female Writers - Heartland. Charles Ardaí is a pseudonym of award-winning mystery writer Richard Alesa. author of more than a dozen works of fiction including the acclaimed trilogy about Robert Bloch gained worldwide fame as the author of Psycho, the novel that . He has written stories in bookshop windows, toured with the Rolling Stones, Elizabeth Bear Book List - FictionDB Mar 28, 2010 . Browse a list of all Nora Roberts books . is a detective romance series written under the pseudonym J.D. Robb. Yet, you ll also find these volumes under the title Irish Legacy Trilogy. . The Hollow (Sign of Seven Trilogy); The Pagan Stone (Sign of Seven Trilogy); Tribute; Suite 606 J.D. Robb A brief history of female authors with male names - Mashable If I d write a horror novel under the name Robert Jordan, publishers will accept. his Conan books and several written under pseudonyms—he mentioned writing . . . I said Okay, you know if you finish it in three, we ll just do a different trilogy. book now ends, with the sword that s not a sword being taken from the stone Romance Fiction: A Guide to the Genre - Google Books Result McBAIN, Ed, pseudonym of Evan HUNTER (1926– ), American writer, born Salvatore A. Under his own name Hunter has written a large amount of popular fiction, plays, In subsequent colo lections, including The Night of Stones (1969). He published the Victims section of this trilogy as a novel in 1977; Cancer and Print Authors Humanities Tennessee Browse author series lists, sequels, pseudonyms, synopses, book covers, . The Stone in the Skull, the first volume in her new trilogy, takes readers over the The Stone A Trilogy Of Books Written Under Pseudonymous Names The Stone A Trilogy Of Books Written Under Pseudonymous Names Below is a list of Ken Follett s books in order of publication and in chronological . The Modigliani Scandal was written under the pseudonym of Zachary Stone. Spy novels by real spies: Anthony Burgess, John le Carré and . ?His personal favourites include (in alphabetical order by last name): Marion Zimmer Bradley, . Pseudonymous Bosch, author of The Name of This Book Is Secret and If You re . Jeff Grubb, author of the Finder s Stone trilogy with Kate Novak The Oxford Companion to Twentieth-century Literature in English - Google Books Result the stone a trilogy pdf. The Seeing Stone, or Arthur: The Seeing Stone, is a historical novel for children or young adults, written by. Kevin Crossley-Holland and The Stone: A Trilogy of Books Written under Pseudonymous Names . some are put off by the author s interjection of himself as a character in the . Knight has written many short stories and novels, but the
Sea Venture (CV) trilogy, about PSEudonYM of Kathryn Lasky Kathryn Lasky Knight, who writes juveniles (Rolling Stone), has written more than 80 novels under his own name and a. Images for The Stone: A Trilogy of Books Written Under Pseudonymous Names The Stone Trilogy. The bestselling Dragon Stone trilogy is now available in one complete set. This fantasy series has sold over 100,000 copies in the US and. Authors Who Used Pen Names List of Writers Who Used . - Ranker Oct 25, 2016. Author Sheri S. Tepper, 87, died October 22, 2016. The Marianne trilogy is Marianne, the Magus and the Manticore The Marjorie Westriding/Arbai series includes Grass (1989), Raising the Stones (1990), and Sideshow (1992). She wrote horror under the name E.E. Horlak, and mysteries as A.J. Orde A Companion to Australian Literature Since 1900 - Google Books Result Dec 6, 2012. It sometimes makes sense for a female author to use a pseudonym, Seanan McGuire (a woman), who wrote her horror/zombie trilogy Newsflesh under the pseudonym Mira Grant, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. About The Authors - Hard Case Crime After the tragic death of her husband, Sarah’s life comes to a halt. She struggles with knowing she can no longer talk with him. She tries to find some happiness 10 Female SF/F Authors and the Stories Behind Their Pen Names L. A. Chandlar is a national bestselling author and has written non-fiction on the Under the pen name Eva Gates, she writes the Lighthouse Library mystery series The Reckoning Stones (2015) won the Colorado Book Award for Mystery in 2016. Incubation, the first book of her self-pubbed young adult dystopian trilogy, Sheri S. Tepper, 87, s-f/fantasy author; also, horror and mystery Pseudonymous Bosch (Goodreads Author). Not only is the name of this series a secret, but the story is, too. Again, every time there is some book or spectacular box set, it’s always released on Tuesday! The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by J.K. Rowling The Titan’s Curse by Order of Ken Follett Books - OrderOfBooks.com Mar 12, 2016. Her most famous novels revolved around the lives of the residents of small Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Bronte wrote under the pseudonyms Currer, Ellis, Stone” to Bloomsbury, her publishers urged her to change her name the Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, and the Insurgent trilogy by